; A numerical solution has been obtained for transient heat transfer in cylinders by appropriate choice of body ,conforming grid points. The physical domain is transformed to computational domain using elliptic ~al differential equation technique, wherein the grid spacing becomes uniform. The advantage ~f this method is that the discretisation of transformed equations. and accompanying boundary conditipns becdme very simple. The applicability of this method is very broad, as it can be used for carryingiout study of any comple'x domain in contrast to finite difference methods, which have I limited applicability. Detailedcalculations have been carried out to trace the evolution of temperature distribution frpm the initiial stages to the steadystate for circular cylinder, elliptical cylinder and square block with circular hole. This paper is aimed for general-shaped bodies and it has been applied to study transie~t h~at JtransfGr in combustion-driven shock tube.
. T1 The study has also been applied to transient heating of the driver section of com bustion-driven shock tube. It is observed that for stainless steel shock tube (internal diameter: 12 cm and thickness: 1 cm) subjected to 2500 K at Ithe inner boundary, only a millimeter of the thickness senses a rise of 11 K in 5 ms.
Using Eqns (7) and (8) The equation is iteratively solved for second decimal accuracy which is achieved by grid consisting of 99 x 99 points. Computer software has been developed and used to study the evolution of temperature in the following cases: boundarY fitted curvilinear coo.rdinate system on fields containing any number tof arbitrary twodimensional bodies. J. Comp. Phy., 1977 , 15, 299 .
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